(On the personal side, another program to compliment Dream Achievers)

(Maybe adorn this with something like **New Offering** **New Offering**

“Confidence, Motivation, and Desire” Page

Organized with one radio button (as well as the Intro and Enroll Now buttons).  As with Dream Achievers, each page will have three clickable buttons at the bottom: 1. Next page (going to the next radio button)  2. E-mail with questions (maybe point to info@reachapex.com or Desire@reachapex.com ) 3. Enroll now! (goes directly to the last radio button)

Introduction button

ReachApex, Inc. is thrilled to introduce our newest program : Confidence, Motivation, and Desire!  This ½-day high-energy program is a perfect way to get yourself ready for our flagship Dream Achievers™ Course – or as a stand-alone confidence, motivation, and desire-building tool!

The “Confidence, Motivation, and Desire” program will assist you in identifying and clarifying your life: both in the present and for realizing your dreams in the future.  You will feel the power of confidence, motivation, and desire through exercises, group interactions, and instruction from a professional coach/motivator.  Through “Confidence, Motivation, and Desire”, you will :

	Realize your strengths and weaknesses.

Create a personal vision for a positive, fulfilling life.
Find your own confidence, motivation, and desires!

First radio button : Program Overview

Our goal for this course is to create confidence, motivation, and desire within you, so that you can accomplish your goals and dreams!  The instructors, all professional coaches and motivators, take you through an exciting journey consisting of two parts:

Confidence, Motivation, and Desire Journey – Part 1

In the beginning of this path, you will participate in fascinating individual and group exercises that shine a light on your soul, to understand your core beliefs and motives.  The outcome of this path is a better understanding of yourself, and how you can apply this knowledge to creating confidence, motivation, and desire.

Confidence, Motivation, and Desire Journey – Part 2

Through this last leg of your trip, you will have plenty of time to “play” – to use your newly found confidence, motivation, and desire to chart a life for yourself in the future!

Final Radio Button - How To Enroll

Special new program offer :  If you bring a friend, $45 per person (through May 1, 2001)
Contact info (Desire@reachapex.com)
(612)242-4536.
What else?



(On the professional/corporate side, another program to compliment Breakthrough Corporate Results)

“Displaced Worker Transition Program” Page

[Similar to Breakthrough Corporate, there will be 2 radio buttons right now (as well as the first “introduction” button and last “for more information” button.)]   At the bottom of each page, I would like the same two clickable buttons : 1. E-mail with questions (pointing to info@ReachApex.com or questions@ReachApex.com )  2. Next page

Introduction Button

ReachApex, Inc. understands how hard layoffs can be – both for the employer and the employee.  That is why we offer the Displaced Worker Transition Program™.  We do our best to make the transition as smooth as possible – by offering this employer-sponsored program for their employees.  In this comprehensive program, ReachApex, Inc. combines two of our most powerful programs and adds a month of professional coaching – all with the goal of helping employers breathe easier, and helping displaced workers find a new path for their lives as quickly and happily as possible.

First radio button : Program Overview Phase 1 : “Confidence, Motivation, and Desire” and Professional Coaching

The first phase of the Displaced Worker Transition Program will assist individuals in identifying and clarifying their life: both in the present and for realizing their dreams in the future.  Individuals will feel the power of confidence, motivation, and desire through exercises, group interactions, and 1-on-1 coaching sessions with a professional coach.  Through “Confidence, Motivation, and Desire”, participants will :

	Understand this transition in their life.

Realize their strengths and weaknesses.
Create a vision for a positive, fulfilling life.

The best way that ReachApex can explain this program is with the words of a past participant : “Wow – Powerful!”

Second radio button : Program Overview Phase 2 : Dream Achievers™

[NOTE TO OLEG: this information is pretty much taken directly from the Dream Achievers Introduction Button.  Maybe link it, maybe just reproduce it like this.]

The Dream Achievers™ course, currently in its fifth edition, effectively guides participants through the journey of setting and achieving their compelling dreams.  Through the Preparatory Workshop and 10 comprehensive sessions, participants will have the opportunity to drastically improve their lives by:

	Creating a powerful dream for themselves and their future.

Learning potent methods of achieving dreams.
Forming personal methods and tools to “Reach your Apex”.
Utilize experience of instructors and other course participants to attain the participant’s hopes and dreams.

ReachApex, Inc is very excited to share our proprietary methods with the participant, to help make their life more successful and meaningful! 

Final Radio Button – For more information

Contact info (Transition@reachapex.com)
(612)242-4536.
What else?


